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Abstract. In this study we use a combination of ionic- and photo- crosslinking to develop a fabrication                 
method for producing biocompatible microstructures using: a methacrylated gellan gum (a polyanion)            
and chitosan (a polycation) in addition to Lithium phenyl-2,4,6-trimethylbenzoylphosphinate (LAP) as           
the photo-initiator. This work involves the development of a low-cost, portable 3D Bioprinter and a               
customised extrusion mechanism for controlled introduction of the materials through a 3D printed             
microfluidic nozzle, before being cross-linked ​in situ to form robust microstructure bundles. The             
formed microstructures yielded a diameter of less than 1 µm and a tensile strength range of ~1 MPa.                  
This study is the first to explore and achieve GGMA:CHT microstructure fabrication by means of               
controlled in-line compaction and photo-crosslinking through 3D printed microfluidic channels. 
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The use of 3D printing to create ordered structures comprised of biomaterials is well established ​1​, with                 
efforts often exploring three key aspects: materials for biocompatibility and printability ​2–4​, cell growth and               
differentiation ​5,6​, and fabrication techniques ​7,8​. Most studies have focused on a single material and the use of                  
extrusion printing to form a desired construct. Other approaches allow the introduction of multiple materials.               
For example, coaxial printing was established to allow for the fabrication of constructs with more complicated                
architectures, befitting certain tissue engineering applications such as generation of vascularized tissues ​9,10​. In a               
similar vein, more complicated 3D printing platforms were designed to allow for the fabrication of functional                
bionic organs with anatomic geometries, such an ear or heart ​11,12​. Interestingly, these ad-hoc 3D printing                
platforms can be applied to different fabrication modalities, such as electrospinning ​13 or melt electro-writing ​14​,                
to fabricate structures with nanometric elements and/or structure-hydrogel composites ​15,16​. 
The ability to introduce multiple materials provides a route to engineering the appropriate combination              
of mechanical and bioactive properties ​17,18​. A broad range of biopolymers have been examined to institute 3D                 
printed structures for a variety of tissue engineering applications ​19​. Ideally, these structures emulate key               
physical and molecular features of the native extracellular matrix (ECM) composed of particularly complex              
fibrous structures in order to facilitate cell attachment, proliferation and differentiation, and ultimately result in               
new tissue growth. In line with this, chitosan a natural polycationic linear polysaccharide has been prevalently                
used in tissue engineering applications largely due to its structural similarity to glycosaminoglycans (GAGs), a               
major component of the ECM ​20,21​. Chitosan-containing structures have been routinely fabricated through             
chemical or physical cross-linking of this polymer, as chitosan is a highly water-soluble polymer ​22​. Given the                 
cationic nature of chitosan, the most facile way to cross-link this polymer is by using ionic interactions,                 
preferably by using a secondary polymer with anionic charges ​23​. Along these lines, the biopolymer gellan gum                 
is an anionic extracellular bacterial polysaccharide produced in high yield by the non-pathogenic strain              
Sphingomonas elodea ​24​, and scaffolds composed of chitosan and gellan gum has been already reported in the                 
literature ​25,26​. Nevertheless, given the fibrous structure of the ECM, it would be ideal to make structures from                  
these polymers, which has not been fulfilled yet. The structures are mainly fabricated using melt or solution                 
electrospinning techniques, which are currently limited by the choice of implemented biopolymers - as              
polyelectrolyte complexes (PEC), for example, do not yield continuous fibers due to great charge repulsion and                
excessive plastic stretching of the electrospinning jet ​27​. To address this challenge, a microfluidic system that                
would allow for the fabrication of aligned microstructures would be ideal for tissue engineering applications               
28,29​.  
The microfluidics field has developed rapidly over the past few decades, however the biological area               
has been relatively slow in adopting this technology with fabrication techniques often focusing on conventional               
approaches ​30​. Recently, this field has increasingly switched from molded chipsets to 3D printed systems due to                 
its capacity to form more complex geometries and at a reduced time from concept to device ​31​, along with a                    
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range of functional elements that have already been reported ​32​. In line with this, there has been a proportional                   
rise in the uptake of microfluidic techniques by the biological field ​33​. For biomaterials and their fabrication,                 
Guzzi and Tibbitt very recently reviewed 3D printing of biomaterials and argued that ‘new technologies are                
needed to produce medical materials with suitable mechanical and biochemical properties’ ​34​. A number of               
works outline the advantages of 3D printed microfluidics particularly in controlling materials’ behaviour to form               
new biomaterials ​35–38​. For instance, a recent review by Sun et al. ​39 details the merits of combining 3D printing                    
and microfluidics that include: programmed flow control for stable microenvironment maintenance, mimicking            
functionality and extending cell viability, detectable generation of tissue/organ-level structures, etc. 
In light of the above account of material selection for biomaterial formation and the fabrication               
capabilities via 3D printed microfluidics, the challenge herein is to develop a fabrication approach for guiding                
the self-assembly of two oppositely charged polyelectrolytes into hydrogel structures. For progression towards             
cell work, the biomaterial in question is to be mechanically strong, but not so that it will hinder cell attachment.                    
As a result, the chosen fabrication approach involves the combination of two cross-linking mechanisms,              
ionically first during guided mixing followed by in-situ photo-crosslinking (an approach recently highlighted by              
Galarraga [34]) to further tune the mechanical properties to desirable strengths - in our case to replicate the                  
structural hierarchy of collagen fibers. Many studies have demonstrated the benefits of cell attachment to               
microstructures, e.g. melt electro-written scaffolds ​40,41​. However, challenges still exist in the fabrication of              
hydrogel PEC bundles, particularly in regards to controlled fabrication methods, e.g. guided flow and              
tunable/multiple crosslinking mechanisms ​42–45​. A similar approach has been proposed by Sant et al. ​46​, where                
they demonstrated the crosslinking and cell attachment capability for PEC fiber bundles using a standard               
microfluidic chip arrangement. We further demonstrate that this approach can be adapted for 3D printed               
microfluidic channels (as discussed previously) ​29 as well as incorporate an in-situ UV crosslinking mechanism               
[34] to better strengthen the PEC structure.  
The scope of this study is therefore to develop a multi-stage fabrication technique to form aligned and                 
robust microstructures and establish the technology capable of achieving this via 3D printed components. The               
proposed method is by (a) extruding these materials through 3D printed microfluidic channels and control the                
microstructure’s formation via guided compaction, (b) cross-linking the compacted material ​in-situ to reinforce             
the microstructure, and (c) depositing the formed microstructures onto a substrate using a three-axis positioning               
platform to minimise affecting factors such as manual handling by placing the microstructures on a substrate in                 
a spatially controlled manner. We have specifically chosen methacrylated gellan gum (GG-MA, a polyanion) ​47               
and chitosan (CHT, a polycation) as our biomaterial ink, distinct from a bioink ​48​, since the natural                 
poly-electrostatic complexation of these two materials allows for the formation of polyelectrolyte complex             
(PEC) microstructures ​46​. Moreover, GG-MA is a well established anionic polymer in biomedical engineering              
capable of being modified/tuned based on its methacrylation ratio and more importantly it is this polymer that                 
permits the proposed two crosslinking mechanisms to take place. Lastly, physical characterisation of the formed               





2.1. Materials and​ ​Characterisation 
2.1.1. Materials Preparation 
High molecular weight CHT (Mw 310-400 kDa, 75-85% degree of deacetylation) was purchased from              
Sigma-Aldrich (USA) and low-acyl gellan gum (GG) (Gelzan™ (CM), Mw 1,000 kDa) was available from CP                
Kelco (USA). All GG was purified to remove divalent cations using an established method ​49​. The purified GG                  
was modified with methacrylate groups in order to allow chemical crosslinking of the gel via UV irradiation.                 
Briefly, 1% (w/v) of GG was fully dissolved in deionized water at 90 °C for 30 min, and then monitored until                     
cooled to 50 °C. Subsequently, 4% (v/v) of methacrylic anhydride (MA) was added and kept in a homogeneous                  
state by means of an automated stirring system for 6 h at ~pH 8.0. This was achieved by adding 5 M NaOH in a                        
dropwise fashion to the solution resulting in a cloudy suspension. The modified GG-MA solution was               
segmented into 50 mL tubes and centrifuged at 4,400 rpm for 5 min at 21 °C to remove excess MA. The clear                      
solution was poured directly into an excess of 3 times the volume of cold acetone to precipitate the modified                   
GG-MA at -20 °C overnight. The following solution was re-centrifuged at 7,500 rpm for 5 min at 21 °C, the                    
GG-MA precipitate was collected and excess acetone was removed. The GG-MA precipitate was resuspended in               
at least 50 mL of deionized water and heated to 37 °C under constant stirring for 30 min to ensure complete                     
dissolution. The following GG-MA solution was then purified by dialysis via a similar method for at least 7                  
days against distilled water maintained at 30 °C to ensure complete removal of any residual MA and acetone.                  
Water was exchanged at least 3 times per day until a clear solution was evident. All the batches were lyophilized                    
and stored in a dry place under dark conditions. The degree of methacrylation of GG-MA, defined as the number                   
of methacrylate groups attached to GG divided by the number of hydroxyl groups of unreacted GG, was                 
calculated by integrating the peak at 1.45 ppm from the methyl group of the rhamnose unit and double bound                   
protons of the methacrylate group (peaks at ~6.20, ~5.77 ppm), which was calculated to be 13%. Subsequently,                 
CHT and as-prepared GG-MA were dissolved (2% w/v), respectively, in an aqueous solution of acetic acid (1%                 
v/v) and in deionized water under constant stirring at 50 ℃ for 10 min. A photo-initiator (Lithium                 
phenyl-2,4,6-trimethylbenzoylphosphinate (LAP)), was added (0.12% w/v) to GG-MA for chemical          
crosslinking and kept under dark conditions prior to use. All other reagents were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich                
unless specifically mentioned otherwise. 
2.1.2. Rheological Characterisation 
GG-MA and CHT hydrogels (both alone and combined) were prepared and tested using an AR G-2                
rheometer (TA instruments, USA). The combined hydrogel was extruded directly onto the stage to closely               
replicate structure alignment inside the hydrogel system. In addition, a cone-plate geometry (core diameter: 40               
mm; angle 1°; gap 30 μm) was selected due to the remaining fluid-like properties. Strain and frequency sweeps                  
of 0.1-1000% and 0.1-1000 Hz, respectively, were performed to assess the viscoelastic region. Following, the               
shear thinning effect and viscosity was evaluated via shear rates ranging from 0.1 to 1000 s​-1 at 25 ℃.                   
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Temperature sweeps were performed on the GG-MA to establish the sol-gel transition state, storage modulus               
and loss modulus were measured as a function of temperature from 5 to 40 ℃ with a heating rate of 2℃/min,                      
frequency 1.0 Hz and fixed strain of 0.1%. Oscillatory time sweeps were conducted across 20 min to quantify                  
any change in the storage modulus and loss modulus. All tests were performed with a solvent trap to prevent                   
water evaporation and repeated in triplicate with presented data representing the mean of each test and                
corresponding standard deviation. 
2.1.3. Crosslinking Kinetics by in-situ Rheology 
In order to establish the behaviour of the two materials (GG-MA and CHT) in combination               
(GG-MA:CHT) during fabrication, it was necessary to measure their kinetics under different photo-initiator             
concentrations for subsequent transfer to the control system. This was investigated by monitoring the real-time               
storage modulus upon UV exposure, using an Omnicure® LX400 LED UV Spot Curing System, (Lumen               
Dynamics, Canada) during an in-situ rheology time sweep using an Anton Paar MCR 301 Rheometer (Physica).                
A quartz stage was utilised, to allow UV light (from beneath) to penetrate through to the sample at a fixed                    
distance of 5 cm. The frequency was fixed at 1 Hz and strain set to 0.1%. All the samples were exposed to UV                       
light (400 nm, 15.3 mW/cm​2​) for at least 60 seconds or until complete crosslinking had occurred while their                  
modulus was measured in real-time; baseline measurements were recorded for 60 seconds prior to UV exposure,                
which was continued until a plateau was evident. 
2.2. Fabrication System 
2.2.1. Microfluidic Nozzle 
The target function of the microfluidic nozzle was to allow for the two materials (CHT and GG-MA) to                  
independently flow through their respective channel and gradually ionically cross-link at a mixing stage to               
enable polyelectrolyte complex formation to take place in a controlled linear manner. Immediately following              
this, the material was irradiated to enable cross-linking to take place resulting in robust structures emanating                
from the nozzle tip (​figure 1​). First, the materials were loaded into standard 5 mL disposable syringes. The inlets                   
of the microfluidic system were designed with reciprocal/matching luer lock connections and placed at a               
distance to each other (> 27 mm) to avoid interference during locking, i.e. rotation of the barrel flanges. Second,                   
the materials flow along their respective channels (Ø = 800 μm) until they meet at the mixing stage (Ø = 800                     
μm) introduced to each other at the smallest angle possible during the fabrication process (i.e. an angle of 15°)                   
and allowing self-assembly of structures to take place naturally. The microfluidic sub-system also featured              
placement of three (3) LEDs to ensure that cross-linking occurred through a 3 point surrounding strategy. The                 
design was fabricated using a Stereolithography (SLA) printer (Form 2, Formlabs) using clear resin material               
(RS-F2-GPCL-04, Formlabs), which ultimately allowed for cross-linking to take place via the irradiance             
through the clear walls surrounding the mixing channel. 
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2.2.2. Extrusion Mechanism 
The next stage was to develop a mechanism that could: (a) hold all necessary components in static                 
isolation, (b) mount onto the stage, and (c) extrude the two materials via their syringes into the microfluidic                  
sub-system (nozzle). ​Figure 1 ​presents the design assembly of the extrusion system. The mechanism functions               
by means of the motor (Nema 11, non-captive, linear stepper motor) moving the lead screw, which enables                 
direct translation of the carriage. In turn this pushes the syringe plungers into their barrels and forces the                  
materials into the microfluidic nozzle. The extrusion design featured slots that fixed the barrell flanges in place                 
while the carriage approaches/retracts. Finally, the brackets allowed for mounting on the 3-axis linear stage. The                
entire mechanism (holder and carriage) was fabricated on a commercial FDM printer (uPrint plus by Dimension,                
Stratasys) using ABS material (ivory colour). 
2.2.3. Stage Design and Assembly 
To (a) avoid the issue of manual handling, (b) have a means to controllably/reproducibly deposit the                
structures on a substrate in a controlled manner, and (c) have inherent access to stepper motor functionality, a                  
3D stage was developed. ​Figure 1 ​presents multiple views of the assembled printer. The stage (ME2, Me3D Pty                  
Ltd) fulfilled the requirements for 3D movement in the denoted X, Y and Z directions. The thermoplastic                 
heating element was replaced by the developed extrusion control system. Additionally, the base was replaced               
with one that could accommodate three glass slides, which was fabricated from laser cutting (Laser Plotter,                
Universal Laser Systems) three designed pieces from 3 mm thick white perspex. The extrusion stepper motor                
was controlled by a PCB control board (Ultimaker 1.5.7) driven by firmware (Marlin). Considering the               
extrusion rate of the materials was an important factor for structure formation, a calibration routine took place to                  
establish the relationship between the steps per mm and distance travelled by the carriage. This was achieved by                  
means of measurements via Vernier Calipers and directed movement intervals by the control software              
(MatterControl). The ability to control the operating software through ‘G-code’ allowed for motorised axes to be                
translated according to a certain set of parameters, namely defining the location to which it should move as well                   
as the speed and path it should take. Moreover, the feed rate (mm/s) of the mechanically driven piston was                   
capable of being optimised to match the flow rate required for the adequate extrusion and formation of fiber                  





Figure 1​. ​CAD design of the structure fabrication system. (1) Non-captive linear stepper motor. (2) Extrusion mechanism                 
mounting system. (3) Nozzle. (4) Syringes. (5) Carriage. (6) Luer lock connections for securely attaching the syringes. (7)                  
Fluidic channels. (8) Mounting points for the 3 LEDs. (9) Nozzle tip. (10) Mixing/compacting channel - Ø = 800 μm. (11)                     
Base - glass slide holder. 
 
2.3. Printability 
2.3.1. Hydrogel Structure Bundle Fabrication and Printing Sequence 
Fabrication of the aligned hydrogel structure bundles were performed with the custom-designed            
microfluidic nozzle and extrusion mechanism, as previously described. Both CHT and GG-MA inks were              
loaded into separate syringes and attached to the microfluidic nozzle device. Table 1 summarises the fabrication                
parameters of the system, see ESI Section S2 for extrusion system calibration. At a constant feed rate (60 μm/s)                   
the inks were directed into each inlet of the microfluidic device where the two channels merge and initiated                  
structure crosslinking. A UV intensity of 2.6 mW/cm​2 and wavelength of 395 nm was applied from each of the                   
LEDs (UV5TZ-395-15 Bivar) to penetrate through the micro-channel walls measured with a LED light meter               
(Lumen Dynamics Omnicure LM2011/LS100 LED Light Meter System). The structure extrusion was            
maintained at a working distance of 0.2 mm between the nozzle and stage, with a single strand extrusion                  
distance of 10-30 mm. 
Table 1.​ Hydrogel structure bundle fabrication parameters. 
Parameter Value Unit 
Feed Rate 60 μm/s 
Syringes Size 3 cc 
Microchannel Diameter 800 μm 
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Output Current Pot Control 600 mV 
Microstep Resolution Sixteenth Steps 
Extrusion Height 0.2 mm 
Microstructure Extruded Length 30 mm 
  
2.3.2. Optical and SEM Microscopy 
Optical microscopy was employed using a LEICA M205A optical microscope to measure the average              
diameter for all GG-MA:CHT microstructure bundles and used to calculate the structure volume over the fixed                
structure length of 10-30 mm. This method assumed a consistent structure cross-section by calculating an               
average for each structure diameter over multiple randomly selected points (n=5). SEM microscopy was carried               
out using a JEOL JSM-7500FA Field Emission Electron Microscope (FE-SEM) to further investigate the              
structure diameter and morphology. Hydrogel structure bundles were flash-frozen in liquid nitrogen and             
freeze-dried for 72 hrs before being sputter-coated with platinum (Pt) using an Edwards sputter-coater (coating               
thickness; 10 nm). The images were captured at 15 kV or 20 kV. 
2.3.3. Mechanical Properties of Printed Structures 
The mechanical properties of the as-prepared microstructure bundles were investigated using an EZ-L             
Mechanical Tester (Shimadzu, Japan). Freshly prepared structure bundles or overnight dried fibers (n=3) were              
used to determine the mechanical properties of fibers in wet and dry state, respectively. A gauge length of 10                   
mm was marked and used with load cells of 10 or 50 N, for wet and dry fibers,respectively. The structures were                     
stretched at a constant strain rate of 2 mm/min until breaking point was achieved. For structures tested in a wet                    
state, silicon was glued to the ends of wool string and placed in DI water for 10 min to induce swelling ​50​.                      
Optical images of each structure were captured to accurately measure their diameter to calculate the               
cross-sectional area. Due to an irregular surface, diameters were averaged over multiple points (n=5). The stress                
(MPa) was calculated from the output data of applied force (N) divided by the cross-sectional area and                 
percentage elongation (strain) was obtained from the displacement using , where was the original         /L 00L 0 × 1   L0     
length (10 mm) and was the immediate length of the sample. The Young’s modulus, ultimate stress and strain    L                
were determined from the stress-strain curve. 
3. Results and Discussion 
3.1. Fabrication System 
The custom-design fabrication system can be seen in ​figure 2​. ​All the elements of the CAD system                 
previously explained were realised as discussed and subsequently assembled. The controlled movements of the              
X, Y and Z axes in addition to the extrusion mechanism was possible by means of a motor control board                    
(Ultimaker 1.5.7) and programmed with open-source firmware (Marlin, 1.0.1). Control of the LEDs for              
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cross-linking was achieved by applying 3.4 V in parallel arrangement, supplying ~18 mA to each LED. This                 
was based on the intensity of the UV light used for rheological measurements using a light meter (Lumen                  
Dynamics Omnicure LM2011/LS100 LED Light Meter System) measuring 15.3 mW/cm​2 held at a distance of 5                
cm from the sample. Each LED resulted in 2.6 mW/cm​2 - cumulatively 7.8 mW/cm​2 (3 LEDs), i.e. half the                   
relative intensity. However, by mounting the LEDs directly at the walls (300 μm thick) and reducing the amount                  
of material and matching the flow rate, it was sufficient intensity to enable cross-linking. 
 
 
Figure 2​. ​Captured and labelled photos of the assembled printer (left) with the extrusion mechanism (middle), the                 
microfluidic nozzle (top right), and the nozzle with the LEDs illuminating (bottom right). (1) Z-Axis. (2) X-Axis. (3) Control                   
wiring for the X-Axis and Extrusion Mechanism motors. (4) Y-Axis. (5) Printing base. (6) Extrusion Mechanism. (7) Nema                  
11 non-captive linear stepper motor. (8) Carriage. (9) Syringes. (10) Nozzle. (11) LEDs. (12) Mounting brackets. (13)                 
Housing. (14) Heat sink. (15) Left syringe - red representing GG-AM. (16) Left fluidic channel. (17) Mixing channel. (18)                   
LED placements. (19) Nozzle tip. (20) Right fluidic channel. (21) Right syringe - blue representing CHT. 
3.2. Material Characterisation 
In order to explore a number of primary factors affecting structure formation, the materials underwent a                
number of analyses using state-of-the-art instrumentation to ensure material characterisation. The factors include             
flow behaviour and crosslinking kinetic. The rheological profile of the polymers before and after cross-linking               
were established to provide insight into the complexation of these structures through microfluidic channels. The               
polymer concentration of 2% w/v, ratio 1:1 (GGMA:CHT) and the nozzle was selected for showing the printed                 
structure formation during the microfluidic study. Therefore for all rheological tests 2% w/v GG-MA:CHT (1:1)               
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Figure 3​. ​Rheological characterisation of 2% w/v GG-MA (in ​deionized water​), 2% w/v CHT (in an aqueous solution of                   
acetic acid, 1% v/v​), and GG-MA:CHT the complexed hydrogel solution. Data points represent the average values and the                  
error bars are the standard deviation (n=3). (A) Temperature sweeps from 5 to 40 ºC with a constant heating rate of 2 ºC/min                       
ramp, a frequency of 1 Hz and strain of 0.1%. (B) Strain sweep for all corresponding hydrogel precursors at room                    
temperature (25 ºC). (C) Flow profile showing the materials’ shearing-thinning effect during shear rate sweep at constant                 
room temperature (25 ºC). (D) Yield stress measurements. Data points represent the average with error bars the standard                  
deviation (n=3). 
 
3.2.1. Effect of Temperature on the ViscoElastic Properties of the Printed Structures 
Figure 3​a presents the storage and loss moduli of GG-MA, CHT and as-extruded structures from 5-40 °C. At                  
2% w/v GG-MA it was demonstrated that effectively no dependence on temperature, as the storage modulus                
(G′) remained consistent at 14±0.77 Pa, while CHT showed swift deformation and storage modulus almost half                
at 40 ℃. This is in agreement with previous studies, where the dynamic viscosity decreased over time due to the                    
rapid dissociation of CHT molecular network in the solution when its activation energy threshold is achieved ​51​.                 
As seen in ​figure 3​a​, the storage modulus was stable over the temperature range from 5 to 40 ℃. This is                     
consistent with previous reports that the formed PECs had better stability (against temperature and shear stress)                
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than each individual component (GG-MA and CHT in this case)​52​. Conversely, these results support the criteria                
that no direct temperature control is required for the developed printer setup. Consequently, the subsequent               
printing experiments were conducted at room temperature. 
3.2.2. Mechanical Shear & Strain 
Considering that the materials will be undergoing mechanical shear and strain effects, analysis of the materials                
behaviour was necessary. The viscoelastic region for GG-MA was found to reach ~1% strain, before undergoing                
deformation, indicating that it is still relatively liquid-like at 2% w/v polymer concentration. While CHT at 2%                 
w/v polymer concentration exhibited a much higher strain of ~100% before its polymer network initiated               
deformation (​figure 3​b​). This is partly due to the selected high molecular weight of CHT and the high surface                   
tension characteristic of CHT ​51​. ​Figure 3​b ​also shows the fibrous hydrogel system of GG-MA:CHT (~10%                
strain) following destruction of the polyelectrolyte complex network. Comparisons of these results demonstrate             
that once the hydrogel structure bundle is formed the strain is equilibrated to 10% strain and notably the storage                   
modulus increases up to 400±2.74 Pa, due to physical crosslinking between the polyanion and polycation. 
A shear rate sweep was performed on each of the inks, in particular, the combined hydrogel structure                 
bundle to confirm that the PEC structure holds a shear-thinning behaviour. Firstly, it was shown that both                 
GG-MA and CHT demonstrated shear-thinning, beginning from ~20 Pa.s and decreasing as shear rate increases               
(​figure 3​c​). The shear rate sweep for the hydrogel structure bundles were difficult to measure due to aligned                  
structures becoming increasingly entangled upon high shear rates with a cone-plate geometry. ​Figure 3​c also               
shows that the combined hydrogel was overall shear-thinning, however this is not a smooth behaviour due to the                  
loss of alignment of respective structures on the rheometer. The final entangling of the structure network and a                  
hydrogel sheet with effectively a non-aligned structure system was observed. Multiple tests were performed              
(n=3) to observe this behaviour and the reproducibility thereof. 
Following this, a yield stress measurement was conducted for all corresponding hydrogels to evaluate              
the minimal shear stress required to initiate the flow. ​Figure 3​d ​shows that GG-MA requires the lowest applied                  
stress (~10 Pa); this is expected due to it still being mostly liquid-like with a capacity to readily flow. However,                    
CHT is much higher at ~100 Pa applied stress to induce any sort flow of the polymer solution. This is                    
anticipated by the fact CHT has a high surface tension value, however it has been shown that higher polymer                   
concentrations result in a gradual lowering of the surface tension ​53​. ​Figure 3​d ​also shows that the applied stress                   
required for the combined hydrogel structure bundle is similar to that of CHT. This suggests that GG-MA is                  
being complexed with the CHT polymer chains and that excess CHT solution remains around the shell of PEC                  
structure formation. It should be noted that materials obtained via chemical crosslinking, i.e. ionically only               
within the microchannel, were unable to retain the original shape after lifting from the glass slide after                 
deposition. While Figure 3 shows an increase in mechanical strength with GG-MA:CHT when compared to               
GG-MA and CHT alone, it evidently requires a second stage (photo crosslinking) to tune the mechanical                
properties to an extent that the printed form can be retained. 
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3.2.3. Cross-linking Kinetics 
In identifying other parameters for the translation of this microfluidic approach to a 3D- printer set up,                 
it has been reported that PEC hydrogels have poor hydrolytic stability after complexation ​26​. This is reportedly                 
due to their crosslinking being highly dependent on physicochemical interactions between each polymer. The              
next investigation was based on if the methacrylate groups from the GG-MA could be photocrosslinked prior to                 
extrusion to maximise the stability and handling. This would enable the ability to create a highly stable network                  
and allow for further strengthened hydrogel structures. To better understand the crosslinking kinetics within the               
microfluidic system and after the post extrusion process, the crosslinking kinetics of the combined              
polyelectrolyte structure bundle was assessed. ​Figure 4 shows an increase of storage modulus upon UV               
exposure (measured at 15.3 mW/cm​2 by Lumen Dynamics Omnicure LM2011) for 60 seconds. It can be seen                 
that 0.06% (w/v) LAP only reached ~1,414 Pa after 740 seconds exposure to UV light. These results depict that,                   
compared to GG-MA in the absence of UV irradiation, incorporation of the photoinitiator (followed by UV                
irradiation) allows for a higher level of chemical crosslinking within the hydrogel structure bundle due to                
formation of covalent bonds between the methacrylate groups on the back-bone of GG-MA. Most importantly,               
after UV irradiation, GG-MA:CHT complex showed a lower storage modulus when compared to GG-MA,              
which was due to dilution effect of GG-MA in the complex solution, as well as presence of CHT chains in the                     
complex which interfered with covalent bonds formations ​49​.  
 
Figure 4​. ​In-situ crosslinking kinetics of 2% w/v GG-MA and 2% w/v GG-MA:CHT hydrogel structure bundle. Each test                  
was performed with 0.06% w/v LAP with the UV light source held at a distance of 5 cm. The UV irradiance (15.3 mW/cm​2​)                       
was initiated at 60 seconds for both GG-MA and GG-MA:CHT and exposed for a duration of: 2 mins for GG-MA (off at                      
240 s) and 12 mins for GG-MA:CHT (off at 780 s). The lines represent a sigmoid fit to the data for GG-MA (grey,                       
R​2​=0.99784) and GG-MA:CHT (black, R​2​=0.99795).  
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3.3. Hydrogel Printed Micro Structure Fabrication and Analysis 
3.3.1. Printed Structure Formation 
Based on the rheometry experiments conducted earlier (​Section 3.1​), fibrous hydrogel microstructures were             
successfully fabricated by extruding 2% w/v solutions of CHT and GG-MA, 1:1 ratio, through the designed                
printer nozzle using the microfluidic approach as discussed. The polyelectrolyte complexation was initiated             
when the polymers came in contact with each other, i.e. when one polymer contacted the other counter-charged                 
polymer, and UV crosslinked prior to extrusion. The effects of increasing feed rate on the formed microstructure                 
were observed and are presented in the ESI (Section S3). After extrusion these stabilised structures were                
deposited onto a glass slide via the 3D stage, while minimising manual handling effects and avoiding                
mechanical testing.  
Figure 5​. Light microscope and scanning electron microscope (SEM) images showing a compact aligned structure formation                
extruded. (A & B) Light microscope images showing alignment of wet structures with 1:1 GG-MA/CHT. The corresponding                 
structure diameters is 737.007 µm. (C & D) Scanning electron microscopy of hydrogel fiber bundle (in dry state) showing                   
multiple microstructures aligned parallel to each other. The figures show fiber bundle strands with an average fiber bundle                  
diameter for the integration of both polymers and each microstructure (~1-2 µm) within the bundle. Each hydrogel was                  
extruded from a microfluidic tip with an internal inner diameter of 1 mm and feed rate 3.63 mm/min. 
 
Expelled water and excess gel was found surrounding the extruded structure bundles at ~100 μm on either side,                  
this occurs when the oppositely charged structures bind along each polymer’s backbone and push water out from                 
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between. With a structure diameter of 737 μm, this corresponds to the inner diameter of 800 μm inside the                   
nozzle. Once it was established that polyelectrolyte structure bundles could be achieved via printing single               
strands, the feed rate was evaluated to determine whether the structure diameter could be controlled based on the                  
applied pressure and mixing of these two materials. Due to the complex and dynamic nature of this microfluidic                  
system, partnered with two separate hydrogels, it is assumed that structure formation is related to the applied                 
pressure between the two solutions. Therefore, conceptually, with increased feed rate, more gelation would              
occur allowing for future investigation into various tissue types, see ESI (Section S3) for further information. 
As shown in ​figure 5​, a feed rate of 3.63 mm/min (60.5 µm/s) produced a fiber bundle with a diameter of                     
802±60 μm (n=22). It should be noted that when a reduced feed rate is used, large amounts of excess material                    
does not undergo cross-linking within the structure bundle, see Section S3 in the ESI. This required its removal                  
from the glass slide post printing. Interestingly, at both resolutions, striations can be observed under an optical                 
microscope. Hypothetically, this corresponds to the longitudinal repetition of oppositely charged CHT and             
GG-MA polymer chains. Most importantly, these bundles showed an aligned fibrous structure. In natural              
collagen, these features occur as a result of the staggered repetition of tropocollagen molecules, linearly               
self-assembled by electrostatic interactions, and laterally packed through hydrogen bonds and hydrophobic            
forces ​54,55​. 
Using scanning electron microscopy (SEM), the microscale structure characterisation confirmed that the            
structures involved a highly organised fibrilar bundle, similar to that observed in natural collagen structures.               
SEM shows that the fibrous hydrogel is made up of a series of micro-fibrils aligned in parallel and packed                   
together in a tight bundle (​figure 5 c&d​) after being extruded the designed printer nozzle. ​Figure 5 ​at the highest                    
magnification revealed the morphology of fibrous hydrogel, indicating each micro-fibril size varied from 1-2              
μm. This is consistent with other studies ​26,46,56​, further establishing that polyelectrolyte structure formation is a                
viable method for replicating the structural hierarchy of native collagen structures. 
 
3.3.2. Mechanical Properties 
Since collagen is responsible for providing high tensile strength to tissues, such as the cardiac skeleton                
of the heart ​57​, the meninges of the brain ​58​, the reticular layer of skin ​59,60​, and the endomysium of muscle ​61,62​,                      
mechanical characterisation of the as-prepared hydrogel structure bundles was investigated. It was shown that              
the GG-MA:CHT structure bundles were mechanically strong both at its dry-stage and wet-stage as evident by                
obtained data for elastic modulus (1,150±0.05 MPa and 1.04±0.14 MPa, respectively) and tensile strength              
(22,170±0.02 MPa and 0.79±0.18 MPa, respectively) (​figure 6 ​and table 2)​. The obtained results for fibers in                 
wet-state were found to be similar to previous studies of forming PEC structures on PDMS microfluidic systems                 
which obtained elastic modulus of approximately 2.81 MPa and tensile strength of 1 MPa ​46,63​. The mechanical                 
properties of PEC fibers ultimately depends on multiple factors including but not limited to molecular weight                
and corresponding concentration of each element (GG-MA and CHT), and degree of methacrylation of GG.               
Nonetheless, the significant difference between obtained mechanical properties in dry and wet states is due to a                 
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swelling phenomenon in hydrogels which yields polymeric networks with high water content that translates into               
weaker interchain molecular interactions ​23​. Overall, obtained PEC fibers possessed good mechanical integrity,             
compared to similar studies, that might facilitate the application of such structures in tissue engineering               
applications.  
Table 2.​ Mechanical properties of GG-MA:CHT in its dry and wet states (average ​± stdev​). 
 Dry State Wet State 
Modulus (MPa) 1,150 ± 0.05  1.04 ± 0.14 
Tensile Strength (MPa) 22,170 ± 0.02 0.79 ± 0.18 




Figure 6​. ​Mechanical characterisation of GG-MA:CHT hydrogel structure bundle. Tensile testing of stress-strain curves for               
structures in: (A) dry state and (B) wet state. 
 
3.4. Notes and Future Work 
Having successfully established the formation of the biomaterial and engineering factors, our subsequent study              
will explore the formation of 3D scaffolds and cell work. The findings of this study have demonstrated the                  
fabrication of microstructures via 3D printed components, and therefore scope for printing higher dimensional              
structures, e.g. 3D scaffolds. For instance, the 3D stage has been developed and in place to provide controlled                  
3D movements. Additionally, the 3D printed microfluidic channels successfully formed functional biomaterials            
of aligned-structure hydrogel bundles via the designed extrusion system. Moreover, simultaneous control of the              
3 translational axes and extrusion system were successfully shown via precise deposition onto a glass slide.                
Also, the feed rate has shown to influence the compaction taking place, which can be complimentary controlled                 
by varying the intensity of the LEDs. Thus, the majority of elements are in place to progress to 3D scaffold                    
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construction and explore cell work. Overall, this work has revealed challenges to overcome, which constitute an                
interesting body of work in itself. 
It has become clear in this study that the excess expelled during compaction is a necessary byproduct for                  
successful extrusion, i.e. in order to supply a barrier between the compacted material and the channel wall.                 
However, this brings additional challenges when moving forward towards 3D scaffold construction. In line with               
this, a substrate capable of anchoring to the depositing hydrogel will need addressing, possibly via an absorbing                 
material or a grate with a vacuum to remove the excess. Subsequent layers will face an added challenge of fully                    
adhering to the underlying layer(s) - we envisage an additional crosslinking mechanism as the LEDs have                
demonstrated photo-crosslinking capability and the rheometry has shown scope for a higher achievable storage              
modulus. Another aspect to address is continuous filament formation as stopping and starting the feed rate may                 
lead to nozzle blockages. A cleaning station would be required for complex shapes. One option for investigating                 
the effectiveness of structures is to mark the polymers with a dye and visualise the structure of the printed                   
scaffold with laser or confocal microscopy. As cell staining will take place regardless for cell viability studies,                 
this would be a more effective method to determine the compacting of the two polymers. Coupling this with                  
image processing methods, a good indirect approximation of the complexation can be determined in addition to                
the extent of cell viability. 
Since single hydrogel solutions possess challenges ​64​, insofar that they become too soft or stiff, this approach                 
provides mechanical strength in a soft hydrogel environment as well as directional cell attachment to structures                
for cells. We have implemented two cross-linking mechanisms to provide sufficient control of the biomaterials’s               
strength into a spatially controlled system. While this study focused on the development of the engineering                
aspects using developed biomaterial ink as described by literature ​48​. Further integration of cells into this system                 
will expand Sant et al. and co-worker’s findings who have previously demonstrated cell attachment with this                
material using human mesenchymal stem cells (hMSCs) encapsulated in a simple microfluidic chamber ​46​.              
Moreover, establishing GG-MA gels alone do not provide cellular attachment and Arginylglycylaspartic acid             
(RGD) bio-functionalization is required to provide integrin binding sites for cell attachment along the fiber               
bundle. This will involve studies into cell viability to address the effects of mechanical pressure, compaction,                
and irradiation on the bioink during the fabrication process demonstrated in this study. 
 
4. Conclusions 
This study successfully developed a multi-stage fabrication technique to form aligned and robust             
microstructures and established the technology capable of achieving this via 3D printed components. The              
fabrication of aligned-microstructure hydrogel bundles through 3D printed microfluidics was successfully           
demonstrated in this study. We have described the potential of printing with PEC structures by utilising the                 
electrostatic interactions between GG-MA and CHT. The natural linear self-assembly of collagen structure             
bundles could be replicated and are further stabilised by in-situ UV crosslinking. We have proposed a                
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biofabrication approach utilising 3D printed microfluidic technology that can be well-controlled, enabling the             
fabrication of complex scaffolds. Moreover, the individual biomimetic hydrogel structure bundles exhibit            
significant mechanical properties, showing 1.04±0.14 MPa elastic modulus which is comparable to the             
magnitude for collagen tissue found within the body. The SEM characterisation showed that these hydrogel               
structure bundles (~50 μm) are organised into a bundle of microfibrils. Our results show consistency with the                 
literature and further build upon providing a solid biofabrication platform upon which further studies with               
different polymers and applications of these biomimetic structures can be explored. Potentially, one can use this                
technology to encapsulate neural cells into the hydrogel bundles, with the aim of guiding the axonal growth                 
within the aligned micro-structure of these fibers ​65​. Given the aligned nature of yielded fibers on this platform,                  
it can also be used to develop muscle-inspired highly anisotropic structures for potential biomedical applications               
66​. Overall, this study is the first to explore GGMA:CHT microstructure fabrication by means of controlled                
in-line compaction and photo-crosslinking through 3D printed microfluidic channels.  
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